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Abstract
In this paper the dynamic responses of labor markets to macroeconomic shocks in
eight CEE countries are empirically analyzed in panel SVECM. Identification of
shocks, interpreted as real wage, productivity, labor demand and supply shocks, is
based on DSGE model with labor market explicitly modeled after Mortensen and
Pissarides (1994). Fluctuations in foreign demand are controlled for and the model
is estimated with panel procedure, which improves estimation’s precision.
We show that propagation of shocks on NMS labor markets fairly resembles that
characterizing OECD countries. Productivity improving shocks temporarily in-
crease unemployment. Positive labor demand shocks increase employment, depress
unemployment, rise real average wages, and were found to be the main determinant
of variability of employment and unemployment in the short-run. In the medium
term, in Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland innovations in wages seem to
be prevalent drivers of employment and unemployment. The retrospective simula-
tions of the model show that Baltic states and Poland were significantly affected by
the collapse of Russian exports in late 1990s, and in 2000 an adverse labor demand
shock hit all NMS, except for Hungary and Slovenia. However, the flexibility of
wages is found to be crucial factor behind the diverse labor market performance in
the region. Slovenia and Estonia fared best when it comes to flexibility of wages on
macro level, on the other hand in Czech Republic, Lithuania and Poland downward
wage rigidities were especially binding after employment-contracting shocks.
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Introduction
In the last two decades most Central and Eastern European countries man-
aged to transform their centrally planned economies and integrated them-
selves with global markets and trade system. Particular success was shared
by eight post-communist states that in 2004 became new members of Eu-
ropean Union (NMS8) - namely Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia. In this paper we concentrate on
that group.
Specific transition shocks played a principal role in shaping macroeco-
nomic behavior of the CEE region in the early 1990s. With time, however,
the relative importance of these disturbances had faded, and regularities
characterizing developed free-market economies became dominant. In the
mid 1990s business cycle in most NMS8 began to follow a relatively well coor-
dinated pattern of upturns and slowdowns. At the same time, average GDP
growth rates as well as the amplitude of macroeconomic fluctuations differed
within the region. In 1997-1998 unemployment indicator in NMS8 was 6.5
percent on average, and the difference between the lowest, Czech Republic,
and highest unemployment country, Slovakia, was less than 4 percentage
points. As soon as two years later, and till 2002, the average exceeded 8
percent and the difference between the lowest, then Hungary, and the high-
est, then Poland, unemployment country amounted to 10 percentage points.
In 2007 the average unemployment was down to 5 percent, and the spread
between Lithuania (lowest) and Slovakia (highest) amounted to less than 5
percentage points.
An important question is whether these different evolutions were caused
by idiosyncratic disturbances or rather by country specific, possibly institu-
tionally driven ability to quickly and smoothly absorb shocks on the labor
market.1 If the first scenario is true, it was only “bad luck” that unemploy-
ment exploded in some CEE countries and did not in others. If, however,
ability to absorb shocks cannot be neglected as a source of differences be-
tween NMS labor markets, contrasting policy choices could lay in the center
of diverse labor market histories in the region.
In this paper we try to empirically address this question. We start with
identifying structural shocks on NMS8 labor markets in 1996-2007. In line
with the literature, we take into account both supply side - innovations to
productivity, labor supply and wages - and demand side - foreign trade fluc-
tuations and internal labor demand - shocks. Using structural vector error
correction model (SVECM), we estimate elasticities of main labor market
aggregates with respect to these disturbances. Obtained results are used in
three ways. Firstly, impulse response and historical variance decomposition
1This question was studied for OECD countries by eg. Layard, Nickell, Jackman
(1991), Bean (1994), Blanchard, Wolfers (2000), Blanchard (2005), Nickell, Nunziata,
Ochel (2005), Bassanini, Duval (2006).
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analyzes are performed. Secondly, a range of thought experiments is con-
ducted, to study the impact of certain structural shocks and wage rigidities
on historical NMS8 labor market evolutions. Thirdly, three measures of
rigidities based on SVECM are presented. They enable us to synthetically
asses the potential of CEE economies to adapt to macroeconomic shocks.
Applying SVECM to labor market dynamics constitutes a generalization
of SVAR approach initiated by Blanchard and Quah (1989) seminal paper
and developed thereafter eg. by Gamber and Joutz (1993) and Dolado and
Jimeno (1997), Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-Salido (2000). In contrast to
these authors, we allow for nonstationarity of modeled variables and estimate
a structural VECM with one cointegration relation. We consider a system
of four domestic variables - GDP per worker, real wages, employment and
unemployment - and control for fluctuations of foreign demand. As far as do-
mestic variables are concerned, analogous models were applied by Jacobson,
Vredin and Warne (1997) for three Scandinavian economies, by Breitung,
Bru¨ggemann and Lu¨tkepohl (2004) for Canada and or Bru¨ggemann (2006)
for Germany. In comparison with these articles, we propose four innovations.
Firstly, our data set covers eight CEE economies. Secondly, the model
is estimated with a panel estimator which constitutes a slight modification
of Breitung’s (2005) two-step method. Thirdly, we explicitly control for
fluctuations of external demand from major NMS8 trading partners (CIS
and EU15). Foreign variables are included in the model as quasi-exogenous,
ie. they are treated as exogenous, but all multiplier experiments can be
conducted as if they were endogenous. Fourthly, identifying restrictions
which, starting from Jacobson, Vredin and Warne (1993), have been inferred
from a multi-equation stylized labor market model, are derived here from a
structural Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section one introduces DSGE model
with non-walrasian labor market. Section two specifies the empirical SVECM,
and explains panel estimation strategy. In this section we also analyze dy-
namic properties of the data. Next, impulse responses and historical variance
decompositions are presented. In section four, we conduct retrospective sim-
ulations of the model which allow us to pinpoint shocks that drove NMS8
labor markets evolution in 1996-2007 to the greatest extent. We distinguish
between original shocks and rigidities, and propose three indices to measure
the latter. Final section concludes.
1 DSGE model of labor market
1.1 Introduction
To quantify and interpret the macroeconomic shocks driving labor markets
in CEE economies, we need to establish a set of plausible restrictions, which
identify structural disturbances in empirical SVECM. This set should both
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be based on economic theory and take into account statistical properties of
analyzed time series. The theoretical model presented in this section pro-
vides us with a catalogue of long-term relations between structural macroe-
conomic shocks and economic variables. In the next section stationarity and
cointegration tests are performed, and then the ultimate set of restrictions
on SVECM is chosen.
In this respect we follow inter alia Dolado and Jimeno (1997), Jacob-
son, Vredin and Warne (1997), Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-Salido (2000),
however, contrary to these authors, we do not use a multi-equation stylized
model of labor market, but formulate a structural DSGE model with a non-
walrasian labor market module. Establishing long-term restrictions on the
basis of comprehensive DSGE model - which guarantees optimal behavior of
the economic agents - is methodologically more attractive than traditional
ad-hoc approach.
There is a direct correspondence between variables and shocks included
in theoretical model, and variables and structural disturbances analyzed
empirically within SVECM framework. It makes interpretation straight-
forward and provides a transparent identification of structural shocks in
SVECM. Simply, we expect that the long-term response to a given shock in
the theoretical model should be reflected in its empirical counterpart.
1.2 Structure of the model
The small DSGE model takes the form of a standard, textbook, real business
cycle model of closed economy, supplemented with a search-and-match la-
bor market block, modeled in a Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) tradition.
Thanks to this additional mechanism, disparity between labor supply and
demand arises naturally, and one is able to analyze unemployment response
to macroeconomic shocks. Below we describe the model economy, display
the problems solved by households and firms, present the functioning of the
labor market and specify stochastic shocks.
In time t ≥ 0 the economy is populated by Nt agents who form a repre-
sentative, infinitely living household (dynasty). This household maximizes,
in time t = 0, its expected lifetime utility from consumption and leisure,
which takes the form
U0 = E0
∞∑
t=0
βt [N et u(c
e
t , 1− h
e
t ) + Utu(c
u
t , 1 − h
u
t )]
where N et denotes the number of employed, and Ut = Nt−N
e
t - the number
of unemployed household members. Population is normalized to one in the
steady state, i.e. Nt = e
ξNt , where ξNt is a labor supply shock, which is equal
to zero in the steady state. Consumption levels of employed and unemployed
are given by cet and c
u
t respectively, whereas h
e
t and h
u
t denote number of
hours devoted to work and job search respectively. Because in empirical
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SVECM analysis we consider only variables specified on ,,per worker” or
,,per capita”, and none on ,,per hour” basis, we keep both het and h
u
t fixed.
Household is confronted with the following budget constraint
N et c
e
t + Utc
u
t = N
e
t ×Wt × h
e
t + ψ × Vt ×Wt +Πt
N et = (1− δe)×N
e
t−1 +Φth
u
t−1Ut
where Wt is an hourly real wage, Πt denotes profits transferred from pro-
duction sector, and the term ψ × Vt ×Wt reflects total vacancy cost paid
by firms to households in the form of additional salaries for employees’ en-
gagement in the recruitment process. Hence, total labor income of a single
worker is given by Wt×h
e
t +ψWt×
Vt
Nt
. Parameter δe denotes the exogenous
rate of job destruction, whereas Φt is a probability of finding a job by an
unemployed. Household controls the following variables: hut , N
e
t , c
e
t and c
u
t ,
whereas the intensive labor supply, het , and wages, Wt, are negotiated with
employers (firms) in the Nash bargaining.
Firms own capital Kt and produce final good Yt with the standard Cobb-
Douglas technology. They maximize the present value, ΠA0 , of the stream of
discounted profits, Πt, in the form
ΠA0 = E0
∞∑
t=0
ΛtΠt
where, Λt, is a standard pricing kernel reflecting that households are owners
of firms. At t ≥ 0 each producer sets level of investment It, extensive labor
demand Ndt and the number of open vacancies Vt, being confronted with the
budget constraints in the form
Πt = Pte
ξYt ×Kαt−1(N
d
t h
d
t )
1−α −Ndt h
e
tWt − It − ψ × e
−ξVt × Vt ×Wt
Kt = (1− δk)Kt−1 + It
Ndt = (1− δe)×N
d
t−1 +ΨtVt−1
where Ψt denotes the probability of filling a vacancy, and ξ
Y
t is a techno-
logical shock. Firm must bear the vacancy cost - ψ × Vt
Ndt h
e
t
× Ndt h
e
t ×Wt
- which is proportional to the product of the share of new vacancies in the
total (measured in hours) jobs in the firm - Vt
Ndt h
e
t
- and the cost of salaries
for the workers that are engaged in the recruitment process - Ndt h
e
t ×Wt.
In other words, job intermediation is costly. Variable ξVt , which is equal
to 0 in the steady state, can be interpreted as a labor demand shock. As
ξVt increases, the costs of holding opened vacancies falls, which encourages
producers to rise the number of offered jobs and labor demand. Numeraire
is given by the price of the final (consumption and investment) good Pt. We
fix it to one: Pt = 1.
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Hours worked are assumed to be fixed. Wages are negotiated between
households and firms in a Nash bargaining process. Both parties try to max-
imize surpluses from the new job contract. Household’s surplus is denoted
by Γt, whereas firm’s by Σt. These parameters measure the increase in total
expected utility or profit respectively, that each party shall capture if the
contract is set. When maximizing the total surplus both sides take into
account the first order conditions, which are implied by their optimization
problems, and calculated with respect to (i) job supply N et in case of house-
hold, and (ii) job demand Ndt in case of firms. Being precise, the following
optimization problem is solved
max
Wt
(ΛVt λt)
ξWt (ΛNt )
1−ξWt
subject to
Γt =
∂E0U0
∂N et
, Σt =
∂E0Π
A
0
∂Ndt
.
where ΛVt , and Λ
N
t denote shadow prices (Lagrange multipliers) of employ-
ment dynamics for producers and household respectively. Shadow price of
consumption λt recalculates product into utility units. Since the variable
ξWt reflects the relative bargaining strength of employees and employers,
changes in ξWt can be interpreted as real wage shocks.
Description of the labor market is completed with matching technology
in line with Mortensen and Pissarides (1994)
Mt = (Vt)
θ(Ut)
1−θ
which relates the number of jobs filled Mt to opened vacancies Vt, and total
search effort Ut×h
u
t . Parameter θ controls relative importance of each factor.
Variable Mt allows defining the probability of filling a vacancy as Ψt =
Mt
Vt
,
and the probability of finding a job by the unemployed by Φt =
Mt
Ut
.
The model is closed by specification of stochastic processes, which induce
shifts in (i) technology level - ξYt , (ii) extensive labor supply - ξ
N
t , (iii) labor
demand - ξVt , and (iv) wage setting process - ξ
W
t . We assume that ξ
X
t , for
X ∈ {Y,N, V,W}, is governed by the AR(1) process
ξXt = ρXξ
X
t−1 + ε
X
t
where orthogonal disturbances εXt are drawn from normal distributions with
mean µX , and standard deviation σX . We assume that µY = µL = µV = 0
and µW = 0.5. In other words, steady state technology level, labor supply
and demand are normalized to one, whereas bargaining power of employees
and employers are equal. Such a choice is generic, i.e. other values do not
change the long-term properties of the model, which are presented in the
next subsection.
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1.3 Long-term properties of the model
Logarithms of labor productivity, employment rate, unemployment indica-
tor,2 and real wage per worker are denoted by lpt, et, ut and wt respectively.
For each X ∈ {Y,N, V,W} if |ρX || < 1, the variables in question returns
to its steady state level as the shock is fading away. It is not the case if
ρX = 1. Jacobson, Vredin and Warne (1997) and Balmaseda, Dolado and
Lopez-Salido (2000) indicate that the number of long-run restrictions in the
SVECM must be coherent with dynamic properties of the data and with the
number of cointegrating relations identified in the system. Tests presented
in the next section show that all four domestic variables are non-stationary
(in the analyzed sample), and suggest existence of exactly one cointegrating
relation between them. Therefore, we set ρY = ρL = ρV = ρW = 1.
Figure 1: DSGE model response to permanent structural shocks
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DSGE model responses to permanent shocks are presented on the Figure
1. It can be inferred that in the long run:
• productivity shock ξYt increases wages wt, and labor productivity lpt,
but is neutral for employment et, and unemployment ut;
• innovation to wage setting process ξWt permanently influences employ-
ment et, and unemployment ut, but has no long-term impact on aver-
age wages wt, and labor productivity lpt;
• labor supply disturbance ξNt has no long-term impact on all of the
analyzed variables,
• labor demand shock ξVt shall change the long-run levels of employment
et, and unemployment ut, as well as of wages wt, but shall be neutral
for labor productivity lpt;
These conclusions establish the catalogue of long-term restrictions that could
potentially be applied in the empirical model.
2 Empirical panel SVECM
This section describes the empirical model used in the analysis. We start
with description of the panel VECM and employed estimation procedure.
Then dynamic properties of time series are analyzed and estimation results
are discussed. The section ends with presentation of identifying restrictions
on SVECM used in following sections.
2.1 Estimation
The analysis is based on a panel VECM with the following reduced-form
formulation:
∆ynt = α
nβT ynt−1 +
P∑
p=1
Γp∆y
n
t−p + d
n + ξnt (1)
for t = 1, 2, ..., T , where ynt stands for the n-th country’s m×1 vector of
modeled variables, n=1,2,...,N, αn is a m×r matrix of loading factors for r
being a dimension of the cointegration space which basis vectors are stored
in an m×r matrix β, Γp’s, p=1,2,...,P, are m×m matrices and d
n is a m×1
vector of individual effects. It is assumed that β’s and Γp’s are common for
all panel units.
Exogenous variables are not included in (1), however the panel setting
requires controlling for common effects (Breitung and Pesaran, 2005). We
treat these effects as quasi-exogenous, ie. the vector of modeled variables
is partitioned into ynt = (y
n,1
t , y
n,2
t )
T where yn,1t stands for m1×1 vector
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of strictly endogenous variables and yn,2t for (m−m1)×1 vector of quasi-
exogenous ones. It is assumed that quasi-exogenous variables do not enter
cointegration relations and are not influenced by strictly endogenous ones.
For example if m=6, m1=4, r= 1and P = 1(as in our case), then y
n,1
t and
yn,2t would be 4×1 and 2×1 vectors respectively, and the following exclusion
restrictions would be enforced
∆
(
yn,1t
yn,2t
)
=


∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0


(
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
)( yn,1t−1
yn,2t−1
)
+
+


∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗


∆
(
yn,1t
yn,2t
)
+


∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗


+ ξnt
(2)
Such an approach has several advantages. Dynamic properties of endoge-
nous and quasi-exogenous variables are accounted for within the same model.
Analyzes based on the MA representation of ynt explicitly take into account
quasi-exogenous variables, but can be conducted as usually. Responses of
endogenous variables to structural quasi-exogenous shocks, variance decom-
positions and retrospective simulations of ynt with respect to these shocks
can be investigated. Moreover, interpretation of results is coherent with
interpretation of experiments based on endogenous variables.
Reduced form model 1 is estimated with a two-step GLS-based proce-
dure. Such an approach turns out to be advantageous in comparison with
maximum likelihood and nonparametic methods, especially for short time
series, see Bru¨ggemann and Lu¨tkepohl (2004) or Breitung (2005). Since in
the second step of the procedure Breitung (2005) is followed, we utilize a
panel extension of Ahn and Reinsel (1990) and Saikkonen (1992) results.
Unlike in Breitung (2005), however, here also the first step involves panel as
well as GLS estimation.
Let yn=[ynT , y
n
T−1, ..., y
n
1 ] stand for a m×T matrix of observations of the
n-th, n=1,2,...,N, panel unit and xn for a k×T , k≥1, matrix of regressors for
yn (ie. a matrix of regressors for the relation of the form of yn = ...+Anxn,
for An being a m×k matrix of coefficients). We will need only two cases:
k=1, when An represents a constant in the model, and k=Pm when An is
a matrix of autoregressive coefficients.
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Let y=[y1, y2, ..., yN ] stand for a m×TN matrix of observations for the
whole panel and x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] for a k×TN matrix of regressors for
consecutive panel units.
A generic building-block of VECM for y enters the model as follows3
y = [y1, y2, . . . , yN ] = . . .+ [A1x1, A2x2, . . . , ANxN ] (3)
for An, n=1, 2, . . . , N , being m×k matrices of coefficients. If An’s in (3) are
common across panel units, then An=A for all n, and A enters the model in
the form of y = ...+Ax. If An’s are unit specific, than they can be stacked
together into the m× kN matrix A˜=[A1, A2, . . . , AN ], and for a kN×TN
matrix x˜=mdiag(x1, x2, . . . , xN ), where mdiag is a matrix generalization of
the diagonal matrix builder operator, ie.:
mdiag(x1, x2, . . . , xN ) = [e1 ⊗ x
1, e2 ⊗ x
2, . . . , eN ⊗ x
N ]
matrix A˜ enters the model in the form of y = . . . + A˜x˜. Hence, a general
model for y can be expressed as
y = Ax+ A˜x˜+ Ξ (4)
where A consists of common coefficients (which are associated with regres-
sors in x), and A˜ consists of unit-specific coefficients (which are associated
with regressors in x˜).
Using this notation, (1) can be rewritten as:
y = A˜1x˜1 +Ax+ A˜2x˜2 + Ξ (5)
where A˜1 = [α
1βT , α2βT , ..., αNβT ] = [Π1,Π2, ...,ΠN ], A = [Γ1,Γ2, . . . ,ΓP ],
A˜2=[d
1, d2, . . . , dN ] and x, x˜1 and x˜2 are properly chosen regressor’s matri-
ces. GLS estimates of (5) can be calculated. Standard normalizing restric-
tion, βT =[Ir×r|β
T
0 ], leads to
Πn = [αn|αnβT0 ] (6)
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N , so that estimates of αn’s are encoded in the first r
columns of respective Πn’s. From the partitioning (6) it follows that
A˜1x˜1 =
N∑
i=1
αipi,1 +
N∑
i=1
αiβ
T
0 pi,2 (7)
where pi,j (i=1, 2, . . . , N , j=1, 2) are appropriate partitions of x˜1.
3“...” indicates that the generic building-block can be accompanied by other blocks in
the analogous form.
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Estimated model (5) can then be rearranged as
y − Aˆx− ˆ˜A2x˜2 −
N∑
i=1
αˆiai,1 =
N∑
i=1
αiβ
T
0 ai,2 +Ψ (8)
GLS estimates of β0 can be obtained from (8), for instance by noting
that
vec(y − Aˆx− ˆ˜A2x˜2 −
N∑
i=1
αˆipi,1) =
N∑
i=1
vec(αiβ
T
0 pi,2) + vec(Ψ) =
= (
N∑
i=1
(pi,2 ⊗ αi))vec(β
T
0 ) + vec(Ψ)
(9)
Structural shocks are identified for each panel unit separately, although
identifying restrictions are common. Correlated shocks ξn are linked to their
fundamental drivers unt by the m×m contemporaneous impact matrix B
n:
ξn=Bnunt . If ξ
n
t are white with covariance Σ
n and unt with covariance I, than
Σn=Bn(Bn)T . This imposes m(m+1)2 out of m
2 identifying restrictions on
Bn. Remaining linearly independent restrictions are zero-type restrictions
imposed on elements of Bn and EnBn, where:
En = β⊥[(α
n
⊥)
T (I −
P−1∑
p=1
Γp)β⊥]
−1(αn⊥)
T
is a long-run impact matrix in the Beveridge-Nelson representation of ynt :
ynt =
t∑
i=1
Enǫni +
∞∑
i=0
Eni ǫt−i + y˜
n
0 (10)
where y˜n0 represents initial values of y
n
t and matrices E
n
i are estimated with
the procedure proposed by Hansen (2000).
Zero-type restrictions imposed on Bn and EnBn are in the form of
Svec(B)=0, and Lvec(EnBn)=0≡L(I⊗E)vec(B)=0, which are equivalent
to vec(Bn)=S⊥γ, and vec(B
n)=(I ⊗E)⊥γ respectively, for γ representing
unconstrained elements of Bn. The two latter conditions can be combined
together to vec(Bn) = Rγ, which constitutes a constraint for a maximiza-
tion of the likelihood function for a VAR(P+1) model corresponding to the
VECM(P) model 1. This likelihood can be expressed in terms of Bn. Bn
is determined as a minimizer of this function by means of the Amisano and
Giannini (1997) scoring algorithm.
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2.2 Data
The empirical model consists of six variables
Y = [y − p− n, e− n, u− n,w, euHP , cisHP ] (11)
divided into two categories: endogenous (domestic) and quasi-exogenous
(foreign) ones. Endogenous variables are: GDP per worker (y−p−n), em-
ployment rate (e−n), unemployment indicator (u−n) and average real wages
(w−p). In line with Breitung and Pesaran (2005) suggestion, common effects,
which entail cross-sectional dependence, are accounted for. Observable com-
mon effects, modeled as quasi-exogenous variables, are used. Since a panel
of small open economies is investigated, we employ trade-related variables.
They control for global economy developments, which affect all countries in
a rather similar way. However, because of increasing integration of CEE
countries with the global trade system,4 and because of possibly diverse ex-
posure of particular countries to foreign shocks,5 country-specific measures
of foreign demand fluctuations are used. They are defined as business cycle
component of a given country exports to EU15 and CIS economies.6 Bal-
anced panel of quarterly data spanning from 1996 to 2007 is used. Variables’
definitions and description of data used is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Variables and data used
y − p− e real GDP per worker, measured in Purchasing Power Standards (calculated
by Eurostat) and divided by number of employed;
e− n employment rate (share of employed in population aged 15-64);
u− n unemployment indicator (share of unemployed in population aged 15-64);
w − p average real gross wages, measured in national currency (because of avail-
ability of the data) and deflated by HCPI;
euHP business cycle (HP filtered) component of exports to EU15 countries, mea-
sured as logarithm of exports in constant prices;
cisHP business cycle (HP filtered) component of exports to CIS countries, mea-
sured as logarithm of exports in constant prices.
Remarks: If not explicitly stated, data comes from Eurostat. Average wages in Lithuania for
1996-1997 and in Slovakia (1996-1999) were calculated on the basis of national statistical offices
data. Wages in Poland before 1999 were grossed up. All wages data were initially yearly and have
been disaggregated to the quarterly series with Booot-Feibes-Lisman filter. Quarterly labor cost
index (Eurostat) was used as a leading variable in filtering.
4Between 1996 and 2006 share of exports in GDP of all examined countries substantially
increased, and in case of Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary - even doubled.
5Deep economic slowdown of Baltic countries after the Russian crisis in 1998 and almost
no consequences of that shock for Slovenia and Hungary, offers probably the most striking
anecdotal evidence of such possibility.
6Major trade partners of NMS economies in the examined period.
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2.3 Variables’ dynamic properties
Now we turn to dynamic properties of the NMS8 time series. Since for
each variable only 48 observations per country are available, a panel unit
root test introduced by Pesaran (2003) was applied. Breitung and Pesaran
(2005) indicate that traditional unit root tests have unacceptably low power
in small samples. Moon and Perron (2005) argue in turn, that Pesaran
(2003) test, as a so-called second generation test, behaves satisfactorily in
small samples.
Table 2: Critical probability values of Pesaran (2003) panel unit root test
I(1) vs. I(0) I(2) vs. I(1)
GDP per worker 0.165-0.539 0.000
Real wages 0.490-0.994 0.000
Employment rate 0.082-0.180 0.000
Unemployment ind. 0.000-0.283 0.000
EU demand 0.000 0.000
CIS demand 0.000 0.000
Remarks: The table reports critical probability values for which the null hypothesis can be re-
jected. Reported intervals represent ranges for tests with 1 to 3 lags.
Results reported in Table 2 suggest that GDP per worker and average
real wages should be modeled as I(1) variables. As far as unemployment and
employment are concerned, results were not that clear-cut. Generally, the
tests indicated that these variables should also be modeled as I(1). However,
this result is not in line with empirical studies conducted for other countries.7
We believe that results for employment and unemployment are small sample
phenomena, reflecting the fact that the time series did dot reveal sufficient
mean reversion in the available (short) sample. We proceed assuming that
data generating processes of all four domestic variables include stochastic
trend components. Quasi-exogenous variables in turn seem to be stationary.
Results of Saikonnen and Lu¨tkepohl (2000) cointegration rank test for
each country are reported in Table 3. In five out of eight countries one
cointegration relation was identified. In case of Latvia and Slovenia the null
of r=0 could not be rejected, suggesting a VAR for first differences as an
alternative. For Lithuania in turn, a two or even three dimensional cointe-
gration space could be considered. However, as one relation is prevailing,
in what follows we condition the analysis on one homogenous cointegration
relation being identified in the data.8
7Nelson and Plosser (2002) argued for stationarity of US unemployment, Papell at al.
(2000) and Johansen (2002) - of unemployment in several European countries, Camarero
et al. (2004) and Hurlin (2004) using panel tests rejected hypothesis that unemployment
is I(1) for a range of OECD countries, and Leo´n-Ledesma and MacAdams (2003) did so
for CEE countries.
8In line with Jacobson, Vredin and Warne (1997) result for Scandinavian countries and
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Table 3: Critical probability values of Saikonnen-Lu¨tkepohl (2000) cointe-
gration rank test
H0 Czech
Rep.
Estonia Latvia Lithuania Hungary Poland Slovenia Slovakia
r=0 0.06 0.00 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.18 0.01
r=1 0.15 0.28 - 0.00 0.28 0.12 - 0.36
r=2 - - - 0.05 - - - -
r=3 - - - 0.12 - - - -
r 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1
Null is r=r0 and the alternative is r>r0. Results for a test with a constant term and one lagged
difference, see Lu¨tkepohl and Saikkonen (2000).
2.4 Estimation results
Cointegration relation9 can be interpreted as a wage setting relation10
(w − p) = 0.701(y − p− e) +0.797(e − n) +0.099(u − n)
(54.19) (7.56) (6.79)
(12)
One would expect that in the long run wages follow productivity and
are not influenced by neither employment nor unemployment. This im-
plies that GDP per worker coefficient in the wage setting equation equals
unity, whereas two remaining ones are insignificant. Reported results in-
dicate, however, that in the studied sample such a stylized relationship is
violated. Relation (12) suggest that in the 1996-2007 period, evolution of
GDP per worker in NMS8 countries propagated into real wages less than
proportionally.11 This result may reflect the fact that GDP per worker is not
equivalent to labor productivity sensu stricto, and that in NMS countries
GDP per worker growth might have surpassed labor productivity dynamics
because of substantial investment (also in technologically more advanced
equipment) in the analyzed period.12
Unemployment and employment also significantly enter the wage setting
scheme, which we believe is a small sample phenomenon. Positive unem-
ployment coefficient mirrors the mechanism which links unemployment and
average wages - as the unemployment rises, low-productivity and low-wage
workers loose their jobs relatively more often than high-productivity indi-
viduals and the evolution of average wage in the aftermath of unemployment
Bru¨ggemann (2006) for Germany.
9Foreign-demand variables are excluded.
10See Breitung, Bru¨ggemann and Lu¨tkepohl (2004) and Bru¨ggemann (2006).
11Indeed, as Magda and Szydlowski (2007) show, between 1995 and 2007 GDP per
worker grew faster than real wages in all NMS countries but Lithuania and Czech Republic.
12According to Eurostat data, the average investment to GDP ratio in 1996-2007 ranged
from 21 percent in Poland to 29 percent in Estonia.
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increase can be ambigous. Indeed, Myck, Morawski and Mycielski (2007)
show that about 14 of average wage growth in 1996-2003 in Poland can
be attributed purely to changes in employment structure. In other NMS
countries, characterized by similar institutional and structural features of
economy, paralel developments might have occurred.
Cointegration relation (12) is stationary. Table 4 reports country-specific
loading factors estimates. They support interpretation of the cointegrating
vector (12) in terms of the wage setting relation: if wages exceed (are below)
cointegration-consistent equilibrium level, a pressure mitigating (strength-
ening) their growth rate is triggered. Furthermore, significant estimates in
the third row of Table 4 imply that wage shocks influence unemployment
dynamics: wages above cointegration-consistent equilibrium tend to boost
unemployment. On the other hand, high unemployment does not seem to
dampen wages in the sample suggesting high wages inertia (i.e. rigidity) in
the available sample for NMS8 countries.
Table 4: Loading factors.
Czech
Rep.
Estonia Latvia LithuaniaHungary Poland Slovenia Slovakia
w−p -0.15 -0.15 -0.20 -0.21 -0.13 -0.31 -0.37 -0.37
y−p− n 0.09 0.57 -0.19 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.17 0.05
e−n -0.13 -0.9 0.1 -0.13 0.01 -0.26 -0.04 -0.06
u−n 2.07 0.34 -0.27 1.22 -0.84 1.25 1.47 0.22
euhp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cisHP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bolded font indicates significance of a given parameter at a 0.05 nominal significance level. Bolded
zero indicated significant exclusion restriction. Estimates obtained using panel VECM estimator
presented in subsection 2.1.
2.5 Structural restrictions
Interpretation of structural shocks is underlaid by the stylized DSGE model
presented in the previous section, and is typical for the literature, e.g.
Dolado and Jimeno (1997), Jacobson, Verdin and Warne (2997), Balmaseda,
Dolado and Lopez-Solido (2000), Breitung, Bru¨ggemann and Lu¨tkepohl
(2004), Bru¨ggemann (2006). Disturbances in GDP per worker, real aver-
age wages, employment, and unemployment are interpreted as productivity,
wage setting, labor demand and labor supply shocks respectively.
Existence of exactly one cointegration relation entails that at least three
out of four structural innovations can exert permanent effects. From the cat-
alogue of long-run restrictions derived in subsection 1.3 from DSGE model,
we pick the restriction of no permanent effects of productivity innovations
on unemployment and employment.13 Additionally, we assume that wage
13Basically we implement the so-called Nickell rule which states that productivity shocks
do not influence employment and unemployment levels in the long run, and are completely
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shocks have only transitory effects on average wages. This assumption fol-
lows from the fact that real wages are result of an “empirical equilibrium”
(12). Moreover, a DSGE model implies that wages shocks (i.e. shifts in rela-
tive bargaining strength of workers) in the long-run influence unemployment
and employment, but are neutral for average wages (see Fig. 1).
Foreign demand shocks, since they do not enter cointegration relation,
are assumed not to influence wages in the long run. These shocks are also
expected not to impact permanently each other. Domestic variables are
restricted not to influence trade-related ones in the long run, in line with
quasi-exogenous treatment of the latter.14
Identification of SVECM is completed by imposing contemporaneous
exclusion restrictions. It is assumed that: (i) productivity innovations influ-
ence wages with a lag of at least one quarter, (ii) wage shocks affect do not
influence employment immediately, (iii) labor supply innovations influence
employment with a lag of at least one quarter, (iv) foreign demand shocks
do not influence unemployment immediately.15
Hence, long-run (EB) and short-run (B) restriction matrices for
Y = [(w − p), u− n, e− n, y − p− e, euhp, cisHP ]
are as follows
EB =
0
BBBBBBBB@
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 0 0 ∗
1
CCCCCCCCA
(13) B =
0
BBBBBBBB@
∗ 0 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1
CCCCCCCCA
(14)
3 Impulse responses and variance decompositions
We begin analysis of SVECM with discussion of propagation of structural
shocks on NMS labor markets. Figures 2−6 show country-specific responses
of employment, unemployment, average wages and GDP per worker. They
are normalized in such a way that the initial response of a given variable to
its structural disturbance (eg. employment in case of labor demand shock)
equals one percent.16
absorbed by output per worker and real wages. Such rule was empirically confirmed for
a range of developed economies by eg. Bean and Pissarides (1993), Aghion and Howitt
(1994) or Mortensen (2005).
14Hence in SVECM setting foreign-demand variables are not influenced by domestic
ones at any horizon.
15Which means that foreign demand shocks enter domestic labor market via GDP and
employment, which entail changes in unemployment.
16Appendix A presents country by country impulse responses, with bootstrapped confi-
dence intervals, of employment and unemployment to domestic structural shocks.
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3.1 Labor demand and supply shocks
Labor demand shocks uniformly increase employment, and depress unem-
ployment, although some differences between NMS countries are visible
when it comes to the scope of response and its persistence (see Figure 2).
Except for Czech Republic and Lithuania, labor demand shocks decrease
unemployment in both short- and long-run. Such long-lasting impact of la-
bor demand shocks was also found by Breitung, Bru¨ggemann and Lu¨tkepohl
(2004) for Canada and Bru¨ggemann (2006) for Germany. On the other hand,
transitory reaction of unemployment in Czech Republic and Lithuania re-
sembles the results by Jacobson, Vredin and Warne (1997) for Norway and
Sweden.17 The response of average wages to a positive demand shock is in
general moderate and pro-cyclical, with exception of Slovenia and Latvia
where it is slightly counter-cyclical. It might be the case that in these two
countries positive labor demand innovations to greater extent than in others
increase18 employment of low-productivity, low-wage workers, which leads
to higher employment and lower average wages.
Labor supply shocks (see Figure 3) rise unemployment. Poland stands
out as the only NMS economy where these increases were found to be
merely transitory, lasting 6-8 quarters. As some negative supply shocks
in Poland could be perceived as triggered by institutional factors, especially
the welfare system (see Fortuny, Nesporova and Popova, 2003; Bukowski
and Lewandowski, 2006; Bukowski, Koloch and Lewandowski, 2007), re-
sults suggest that depressing labor supply in Poland could have led merely
to short-lived reduction in unemployment. On the other hand, Slovakia
stands out as the only country where unemployment responses to labor sup-
ply shocks stabilize after few quarters at higher than initial level, amounting
to 2 percent. Concurrently, in Slovakia wages are depressed, if only slightly.
In all other NMS economies average wages do not react significantly, which
may indicate wage rigidities.
3.2 Innovation in wages and productivity shocks
As Figure 4 shows, positive wage shocks generally reduce employment and
increase unemployment, in Lithuania and Poland even in the long run. Prop-
agation of (positive) wage shocks in Slovakia seems quite puzzling, as unem-
ployment declines and employment rises, however after few quarters these
responses are reversed. Such mechanism might be due to the fact that ,,sub-
stantial” wage shocks in Slovakia were related to political business cycle. The
government froze most of administered prices and boosted wages in public
sector before the election in 2002 (see OECD, 2003; Bukowski, Koloch and
17We do not think, however, that this difference mirrors any specific structural and
institutional features of these two CEE labor markets.
18Or rather, increased in the analyzed period.
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Lewandowski, 2007). In small sample that we dispose over, such episode
might dominate the pattern of wage shocks propagation and led to atypical
responses presented on Figure 4.
The model also shows that positive productivity shock temporarily de-
presses employment and rises unemployment, but in the long-run is com-
pletely absorbed by higher output per worker and wages (Figure 5).19 This
temporary employment decline suggests that in short run the so-called de-
struction effect of productivity surge dominates over so-called capitaliza-
tion effect, but in long run it becomes inferior (Altig et al., 2005; Fisher,
2006; Michelacci and Lopez-Salido, 2007). Such pattern is analogous to the
one revealed in various SVAR/SVECM studies of US and UE15 economies
(Blanchard and Quah, 1989; Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-Salido, 2000;
Bru¨ggemann, 2006). The spike in unemployment seems to be absorbed af-
ter roughly 3-4 quarters in Estonia, Poland and Slovenia, and after nearly
double period in Czech Rep. and Hungary. These two countries also emerge
as the ones where elasticity of unemployment to productivity shocks is, ac-
cording to the estimates, the highest among NMS.
3.3 Foreign demand shocks
Quasi-exogenous specification of foreign demand variables allows us to study
their impact on domestic variables in a usual way. Structural disturbances to
exports should be interpreted differently than domestic structural shocks.
Foreign demand variables were constructed as business cycle fluctuations
of exports (see Table 1), so structural impulses lead to “small” departures
from such frequency movements of the variable, instead of departures from
evolution of variables’ levels, as in case of domestic variables.
Figures 6-7 show that responses of NMS labor markets to disturbances
in foreign demand fluctuations are in line with intuition - positive deviation
of exports from systematic cyclical evolution increases GDP per worker,
average real wages, employment, and decreases unemployment. These reac-
tions are however rather limited in scope. Disturbances in exports to CIS
countries seem more prominent in case of Baltic states, Poland and Slovakia
It is in line with broad consensus that these countries were much severely
affected by the Russian crisis than other three economies in our panel.20 In
case of EU15 exports, responses in Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia
are stronger than in the remaining countries, which is coherent with their
substantial integration with “old” EU.
19Proportion between long-term response of GDP per worker and average real wages is
obviously determined by estimated cointegration relation (12).
20Bukowski and Lewandowski (2006) discuss this point and factors behind it in more
detail.
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Figure 2: Impulse responses to labor demand shock
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Figure 3: Impulse responses to labor supply shock
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Figure 4: Impulse responses to innovation in wages
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Figure 5: Impulse responses to productivity shock
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Figure 6: Impulse responses to CIS demand disturbance
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Figure 7: Impulse responses to UE15 demand disturbance
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3.4 Historical variance decompositions
Next, we discuss the role played by each shock in explaining the variabil-
ity of average wages, employment and unemployment. Figure 8 suggests
that Czech Republic, Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia are the economies where
transmission of productivity shocks to average wage levels take the longest
time. In these countries labor demand and supply shocks account for es-
pecially large part of wages’ variability in short- and medium-term. Latvia
stands out also as a country with the highest contribution of wage shocks
to the variance of wages in all horizons.
Figure 8: Historical variance decomposition of real average wages
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w– real wages; u – labor supply; e – labor demand; p – productivity; ue – fluctuations of
EU15 demand; rus – fluctuations of CIS demand.
Productivity shocks drove variability of wages dominantly (explaining
more than 60 percent) even in 10-quarter horizon in Estonia and Hungary.
In Poland these shocks explain more than half of variance of average wages
after roughly 6 years. Juxtaposing the results with Balmaseda, Dolado and
Lopez-Salido (2000), one can see that only Estonia and Hungary exhibit
transmission of productivity shocks into wages comparable to the one ob-
served in most OECD countries. Interestingly, Ireland was the only country
where labor demand and supply shocks explained variability of wages to the
degree comparable to that in Czech Republic, Lithuania, and Slovenia.
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Figure 9: Historical variance decomposition of employment rate
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Figure 10: Historical variance decomposition of unemployment
indicator
VD of: "U" in: "CZECHY"
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w– real wages; u – labor supply; e – labor demand; p – productivity; ue – fluctuations of
EU15 demand; rus – fluctuations of CIS demand.
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As regards employment, labor demand shocks dominate in a very short
run (up to 4 quarters) in all countries.21 However, as the horizon expands, in-
fluence of labor demand shocks remains strong in Estonia, Hungary, Slovakia
and Slovenia, whereas the contribution of wage shocks becomes prevailing
in the remaining four countries.
The above observations are reflected in the variance decomposition of
unemployment, as labor demand shocks reign in short-run, which is consis-
tent with Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-Salido (2000) results for a range of
OECD countries. These shocks remain prevalent determinants of unemploy-
ment variability in longer term in Estonia, Latvia, and Slovakia. In Poland
and Lithuania, however, innovations in wages become dominant as soon as
after 2 years. In the next section we argue that this is mainly due to wage
rigidities, that were binding when labor markets faced downward pressures
on wages induced by other shocks.
In Baltic states, Poland and Slovakia, importance of shocks in trade
with CIS countries is indeed revealed in variance decompositions, however
Slovakia is the only country where disturbances in EU15 exports explain a
non-negligible fraction of unemployment and employment variability. Never-
theless, the long-lasting contribution of both foreign demand shocks, should
in our opinion be perceived as a small sample phenomena.22
4 Relative contribution of shocks and rigidities to
NMS labor markets’ performance
4.1 Retrospective SVECM simulations
The estimated SVECM allows to extract from the data, for all countries in
the panel, series of pairwise orthogonal structural shocks. Estimation of the
Beveridge-Nelson representation of cointegrated stochastic proces23 enables
to express the evolution of each variable as a MA process contingent on these
identified structural disturbances. It allows also to conduct thought experi-
ments in which the hypothetical evolution of analyzed economies, provided
that given shocks did not occurred in selected subperiods, is simulated.24
21In Czech Republic productivity exerts similar influence, in line with strong responses
of employment and unemployment to productivity shocks in this country (Figure 5).
22Correspondingly, importance of CIS shocks for employment and unemployment vari-
ance in Czech Republic is due to the identification error - Czech Republic’s economic ties
with CIS countries has been relatively small. It suffered its own currency crisis, which
is not controlled explicitly, roughly at the time of Russian crisis. Hence the spurious
influence of shocks in trade wit CIS on Czech labor market.
23See equation (10) in section 2.1.
24The reader may be familiar with similar analysis presented by Blanchard and Quah
(1989) for US economy. However, our method differs as SVECM is used and certain
identified shocks are set to zero only in chosen subperiods.
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These experiments make possible the assessment of the relative impor-
tance of specific shocks for the evolution of CEE labor markets in the 1996-
2007 period. The focus is on fluctuations of external demand and labor
demand shocks, as the literature (eg. Paas and Eamets, 2006; Bukowski
and Lewandowski, 2006; various OECD country studies) hinted at impor-
tance of such disturbances for developments of CEE labor markets in the
analyzed period. Impulse responses presented in previous section suggest
that they indeed might have been a primary force in these evolutions. Addi-
tionally, the interactions between these “primary” shocks and innovations in
wages (interpreted as rigidities) are analyzed in order to assess their relative
importance. Results are presented in the Figures 11− 13.25
Counterfactual evolutions conditioned on all structural disturbances in
external demand fluctuations “turned off” (Fig. 11), disclose that these
shocks had only marginal impact on the NMS8 labor markets.26 Countries
like Latvia, Hungary or Slovenia remained practically intact by disturbances
in fluctuations of foreign demand. In case of Czech Republic, Estonia and
Lithuania, the repercussions of these shocks were relatively small.27
Poland and Slovakia are two notable exceptions. As visible on Figures
11 and 12, the Russian crisis caused in Poland one percentage point fall in
employment rate and relevant rise in unemployment in 1998-1999, which
have propagated until the end of the analyzed period. On the other hand,
Slovakia stands out as the only labor market positively affected by EU15
demand shocks, which dominated over the negative impact evoked by the
Russian crisis.28
It seems, however, that the behavior of wages might have been the crucial
factor behind contrasting performance of NMS labor markets early in the
decade. Figures 12 and 13 present the hypothetical evolutions of unemploy-
ment, provided no disturbances in demand from CIS in 3q1998-2q1999, and
no labor demand innovations during the year 2000 respectively, occurred. In
both experiments these shocks are also interacted with innovations to real
wages identified for the same subperiods. We interpret positive wage shocks
identified parallel to other shocks depressing employment as downward real
wage rigidities.
25To reduce the risk of bias caused by potentially inaccurate identification of shocks at
the beginning of the sample,which can be contaminated by the cumulated disturbances
from pre-sample period, simulations start in the ninth quarter in the sample (1q1998).
26Remember that we do not extract from the data the business cycle, as would be the
case if exports were treated as exogenous variables.
27Although the model attributes the increase in Czech unemployment in 1998 to the
collapse of Russian imports, it is likely a misidentification, as explained in previous section.
28Indeed, the share of EU15 exports in Slovakia GDP jumped from 25 per cent in 1997
to 42 per cent in 1999, substantially overbalancing slump of demands from CIS and Czech
Republic alike.
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Figure 11: Impact of foreign demand shocks on employment in
NMS (3q1996-4q2007)
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solid line – observed evolution of employment rate; dashed line – hypothetical evolution
of employment rate provided no shocks in trade with CIS occurred between 1q1998and
4kw2007; dotted line – hypothetical evolution of employment rate provided no shocks in
trade with CIS and in trade with EU15 occurred between 1q1998 and 4q2007.
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Figure 12: Impact of foreign demand shocks and innovations in
wages between 3q1998 and 2q1999 on unemployment in NMS
(3q1996-4q2007)
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solid line – observed evolution of unemployment indicator; dashed line – hypothetical
evolution of unemployment indicator provided no shocks in trade with CIS occurred be-
tween 3q1998and 2q1999; dotted line – hypothetical evolution of unemployment indicator
provided no shocks in trade with CIS and no wage shocks occurred between 3q1998and
2q1999. 30
Figure 13: Impact of labor demand shocks and innovations in
wages between 1q2000 and 4q2000 on unemployment in NMS
(3q1996-4q2007)
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solid line – observed evolution of unemployment indicator; dashed line – hypothetical
evolution of unemployment indicator provided no labor demand shocks occurred between
1q2000 and 4q2000; dotted line – hypothetical evolution of unemployment indicator pro-
vided no labor demand shocks and no wage shocks occurred between 1q2000 and 4q2000.
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Simulations show that in Poland, Slovakia and Lithuania, as well as
Czech Republic, wage rigidities seem likely to have intensified the negative
impact of the Russian and Czech crises respectively. If the wages adjusted
flexibly to increasing unemployment after these “primary” shocks occurred,
unemployment would have been significantly lower than the recorded levels.
Contrastingly, although in case of Estonia detect some positive influence of
the Russian crisis on unemployment is detected (see Figure 12), there is no
additional pressure from inflexible wage arrangements.29
This feature seems to be particularly harmful to Polish labor market, as
Figure 13 illustrates. The model indicates that substantial, lasting few quar-
ters, negative labor demand shock occurred in Poland in 2000. According to
the results, it is however responsible for about half of the rise of unemploy-
ment between 2000 an 2003. The comparable share of this unemployment
increase is attributed to positive wage shocks. We interpret these shocks
as downward real wage rigidities in the aftermath of employment contrac-
tion. Noticeably less ample and short-lived contribution of wage rigidities
intensifying drop in labor demand, is identified by the model in Latvia and
Slovakia. On the other hand, Estonia emerges as the country where flexible
wages helped to suppress unemployment.
4.2 Synthetic measurement of wage rigidities and flexibility
of NMS8 labor markets
A final exercise is to measure wage rigidities and flexibility in response to
shocks on NMS labor markets in the 1996-2007 period. We follow seminal
contributions of Nickell et al. (1991) and Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-
Salido (2000), who put forward and calculated indices of wage rigidities for
OECD countries. However, contrary to these authors, measures proposed
in this paper build on ability of the economy to restore the cointegration-
consistent equilibrium level of real wages, provided that specific structural
disturbance occurred. Moreover, the measure of flexibility is calculated on
the basis of propagation of productivity shock.
The rationale behind wage rigidity measures is as follows. According
to cointegration relation (12), wages are the outcome of “empirical equilib-
rium” interpreted as wage-setting function, and long-run restrictions (13)
imply that real wage shocks unsettle the cointegration-consistent level of
wages only temporarily. Since various shocks may interact with wage set-
ting diversely,30 we postulate that the longer it takes wages to restore the
equilibrium level after a given shock, the higher the wage rigidity with re-
29Indeed, Paas, Eamets (2006) study flexibility of wages at national and sectoral in
Baltic states after the Russian crisis, and argue that Lithuania seems to had more rigid
wages than Estonia and Latvia.
30For example, strong insider-outsider effects may prolong adjustment of wages to labor
supply shocks, but their presence do not imply that wage shocks per se become persistent.
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spect to this shock is. So the model is simulated conditional on only one
structural endogenous shock being present in the data, and the average time
needed for wages to return to cointegration-consistent level is calculated. As
the obtained values, denoted as WRIk
ξX
, where X∈{Y,N, V,W} represents
shocks as in section 1 and k stands for country, are ambiguous to interpret
and the concept of rigidity is inherently relative, they are normalized within
the sample using the standard formula
wrikξX =
WRIk
ξX
−WRImin
WRImax −WRImin
(15)
so ∀kwri
k
ξX
∈ [0, 1] and higher value means stronger rigidity.
Then the distinction between wriξW , which measures the persistence of
wage shocks, and wriAV which measures the ability of real wages to restore
equilibrium when the economy is affected by three other endogenous shocks,
is made. wrikAV is defined as
wrikAV =
1
3
∑
X∈{Y,N,V }
wrikξX
and interpreted as a composite measure of rigidity of wage adjustments to
shocks.
Measurement of the another margin of flexibility is also proposed. Pos-
itive productivity shocks lead to transitory unemployment increases and
long-term improvements in output per worker and average real wages (see
Figure 5) in all NMS. We suppose that, given the long-run increase in av-
erage real wages, which approximates welfare gain, the lower the cumulated
rise in unemployment, which approximates welfare loss, (i) the better the
net balance between destruction and capitalization effects, and (ii) the more
flexible reallocation of production factors is (see Caballero, 2007).
As the long-term response of average wages differs within the panel, a
natural definition of “reallocation flexibility index” is as follows
RFIk = lim
j→∞
∑∞
0 ∂u
k
t+j/∂ξ
Y
t
∂wkt+j/∂ξ
Y
t
(16)
which is the cumulated impact of productivity shock on unemployment per
unit of long-term real wages gain in country k.31 RFIk are normalized ac-
cording to (15) to obtain rfik∈ [0, 1], higher value means lower flexibility.32
31Both unemployment indicator and average real wages are in logs, so nominator and
denominator are expressed as relative changes after the shock.
32Construction of this index was proposed by Balmaseda, Dolado and Lopez-Salido
(2000), who treated it as a wage rigidity index. We think that interpretation as a measure
of ability to reallocate production factors after productivity shock is better-founded.
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Table 5: Wage persistence, wage rigidity and reallocation flexibility indices
Country wriξW wriAV rfi
Czech Rep. 0.09 0.35 1.00
Estonia 0.11 0.36 0.36
Latvia 1.00 0.72 0.00
Lithuania 0.39 0.68 0.38
Hungary 0.34 0.18 0.34
Poland 0.16 0.63 0.21
Slovenia 0.00 0.03 0.06
Slovakia 0.24 0.14 0.08
wriξW - real wage shocks persistence index; wriAV - composite index of real wage rigidity with
respect to labor productivity, demand and supply shocks; rfi - flexibility of reallocation index.
All indices calculated on the basis of panel SVECM and normalized according to (15). wriAV is
an average of wriξX , X ∈ {Y,N, V }. Higher value means stronger rigidity.
Table 5 presents the calculated measures. Regarding wage adjustments,
Latvia stands out with highest rigidities on both margins - persistency of
wage shocks and adjustments of wages to other disturbances - and is followed
by Lithuania. On the other hand, Slovenia fared best on both margins. Es-
tonia was also characterized by flexible wage adjustments, especially when
ability to counterbalance innovations in wages is concerned. The same ap-
plies to Czech Republic. Contrastingly, in Hungary, and to lower degree
in Slovakia, capacity to adjust wages to “equilibrium” after productivity,
labor demand and supply shocks was relatively greater than to accommo-
date innovations in wages. Finally, although in Poland persistence of wage
shocks was quite low - only Slovenia, Czech Republic and Estonia score bet-
ter - wage rigidities in the aftermath of other domestic disturbances were
eminent, especially conditional on labor demand shocks.33
The reallocation flexibility index rfi suggests that the welfare cost of
reallocation adjustments, ie. short-run net destruction of jobs per unit of
long-run gain in real average wages stemming from productivity shock, was
highest in the Czech Republic. The main factor behind this result is a sub-
stantial initial response of unemployment to such shock, but the estimated
long-term gain in output per worker and wages in this country is also quite
low (see Figure 5). Slovenia, Slovakia and Latvia are found to most flexible,
mainly thanks to moderate initial unemployment spikes in unemployment.34
According to the index, reallocation flexibility of Estonian economy is close
to the one of Lithuanian and Hungarian, although Estonia fares much bet-
ter when it comes to wage rigidities. Poland is characterized by a rather
moderate “opportunity cost” of unemployment increases after productivity
shocks.
33On the basis of wriξN , result we do not show here.
34Contrasting values of wage rigidity indices and reallocation flexibility index in Latvia
deserve some caution. In the panel setting, wage shocks’ consequences in Latvia might be
overestimated and productivity shocks be underestimated. We were however not able to
test this conjecture explicitly.
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Conclusions
In this paper the dynamic responses of labor markets to macroeconomic
shocks in eight CEE countries are empirically analyzed in panel SVECM.
Identification of shocks, thought of as real wage, productivity, labor demand
and supply shocks, is based on DSGE model with labor market explicitly
modeled in a search-and-match block after Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).
Fluctuations in foreign demand are used as controls for cross-section de-
pendence, and are accounted for in a quasi-exogenous way. The model is
estimated with panel procedure, which constitutes a slight modification of
Breitung (2005) method. It brings estimation’s precision, which exceeds the
level achievable in small sample of quarterly data 1996-2007 via traditional
country-by-country estimation.
The main goal of the paper is to quantify propagation of macroeconomic
shocks on NMS8 labor markets in 1996-2007, and pinpoint those, that were
crucial for the factual evolution of these markets. The analysis shows that
responses to shocks of these markets fairly resemble mechanisms described
in the literature studying OECD countries. In particular, (positive) labor
demand shocks generally increase employment, depress unemployment, and,
except for Latvia and Slovenia, rise real average wages. Labor demand
shocks were found to be the main determinant of variability of employment
and unemployment in the short-run. Differences emerge in the medium
term, as demand shocks were found to be dominant in Estonia, Hungary,
Slovakia and Slovenia, whereas in Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania and
Poland innovations in wages seem to be prevalent.
The impact of disturbances in foreign demand fluctuations was moderate
in most NMS, although Baltic states and Poland were significantly affected
by the collapse of Russian exports in late 1990s. On the other hand, Slovakia
stands out as the only NMS8 economy notably influenced by shocks in ex-
ports to EU15. Responses of NMS8 labor markets to productivity shocks are
found to be highly similar to responses in OECD countries, with destruction
effect of productivity improving shocks prevailing over capitalization effect
in the short-run, thus temporarily rising unemployment. Such shocks, how-
ever, were not the crucial factors governing evolution of CEE labor markets
in the period studied.
The retrospective simulations of the model suggest that central role was
played by labor demand shocks. In some countries they were accompa-
nied by foreign demand disturbances, and in some, not exactly the same
ones, intensified by wage pressures. The most profound episode of rising un-
employment, and widening heterogeneity among NMS labor markets, was
triggered by contraction of Russian exports during 1998/1999. We found,
however, that what distinguishes Estonia and Latvia from Lithuania, Poland
and Slovakia at that time, is not the severity of the primary impulse, but
rather flexibility of wage adjustments - rigidities in the latter group inten-
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sified detrimental impact of exports’ decline. The same applies to Czech
Republic adjustments after its 1997’ currency crisis.
NMS8 labor markets receded further from each other between 2000 and
2003. The analysis indicates that it was mainly due to negative labor de-
mand shocks, which occurred in 2000 and spanned few quarters. They
affected all countries except Hungary and Slovenia. Their impact was most
harmful in Poland. And so were downward wage rigidities at that time,
which contributed to the surge in Polish unemployment in 2000-2003 to a
similar degree as the shrinking labor demand. Slovakia and Latvia also
suffered from insufficient wage adjustments, but to noticeably lower degree.
It seems that the sequence of adverse shocks explains a fair share of
differences among CEE countries’ labor market performance in 1996-2007
period - Slovenia and Hungary were not affected by so severe disturbances
like Baltic states, Slovakia and Poland. However, adjustment mechanisms
in form of wage flexibility influenced individual countries’ performance -
they distinguish between Latvia and Lithuania response to Russian crisis;
between Estonia and Poland reaction to labor demand contraction in 2000.
Some countries were able to learn their lessons - insufficient wage flexibility
intensified adverse shock in Slovakia in 1998/1999, but did not as soon as in
2000. Indeed, the synthetic measures of wage rigidities indicate that Slovenia
and Estonia fared best when it comes to flexibility of wages on macro level.
In Hungary and Slovakia ability to adjust wages in the aftermath of other
shocks was higher than to neutralize autonomous wage pressures. On the
other hand, in Czech Republic, Lithuania and Poland rigidities were binding
especially after employment-contracting shocks.
The question is then about the institutional determinants of these rigidi-
ties. It is obviously a tough one. Slovenia, with its more-than-decent labor
market history and macro-flexibility, has been the most unionized country
among NMS and fared poorly in competitiveness rankings. Baltic republics
have improved considerably in last few years when business climate, taxa-
tion, and public spending are considered. Slovakia followed suit. Czech Re-
public, Hungary and Poland have more matured product markets and less
restrictive employment protection legislation than Baltics and Slovakia, but
on the other hand, exhibit higher barriers of entry and run taxation-social
security systems which discourage from work. The preliminary suggestion is
that high taxation and passive labor market policy may jointly explain wage
rigidities found in Poland. Drawing on Blanchard (2006), it is worth stress-
ing that although the future shocks are not known, the need for flexibility
of wages even increases with prospects of joining the Eurozone.
A Impulse response functions with bootstrap con-
fidence intervals
Figure 14: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in Czech
Republic, with confidence intervals.
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Solid line – IRF; dashed lines – 90 percent confidence interval computed from 500
bootstrap simulations.
Figure 15: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in Es-
tonia, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 16: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in
Latvia, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 17: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in
Lithuania, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 18: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in Hun-
gary, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 19: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in
Poland, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 20: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in Slove-
nia, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 21: Impulse response functions of unemployment (left
panel) and employment (right panel) to structural shocks in Slo-
vakia, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 22: Impulse response functions of real wages to labor pro-
ductivity shock in NMS8, with confidence intervals.
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Figure 23: Impulse response functions of real wages to innovation
in real wage setting in NMS8, with confidence intervals.
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